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ANNOTATION 

Combinations of words that characterize the personality arise through the task of naming, naming the 

linguistic-syntactic possibilities of the language in different stylistic applications. Among the functional 

styles of the Uzbek language, the artistic style is distinguished by its image, aesthetic pleasure, creative 

use of language tools and the inclusion of elements characteristic of all styles. Accordingly, the maturity 

of the language as an ore of beauty is reflected in artistic speech. At the same time, the fact that the word 

combination linguistic syntactic patterns are one of the syntactic possibilities for the realization of the 

function of the language in medical speech is evidenced by the product inherent in the designation of 

medical concepts and is the result of the application of the substantive linguistic theory to the research 

of medical terms 
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INTRODUCTION 

The fact that in the years of independence, the attention to our native language has literally changed, its 

position as a state language has risen, it has emerged as an incomparable force, mobilizing to great 

heights as the construction of a free and free, prosperous life in our society. Today, Uzbekistan is rising 

to a new, higher stage of development on the basis of the general principle" from the national revival � 

towards the National upsurge". In the process of large-scale reforms carried out in our country, the role 

and prestige of the state language in our lives is increasing. 

The Uzbek language is actively used in political, legal, socio-economic, spiritual and educational spheres 

and is played in international platforms. In foreign countries, attention to our language and interest in 

learning it. In today's era of globalization, it is natural that every nation, every independent state should 

have priority importance on the issue of preserving and developing its culture, age-old values, mother 

tongue in this regard, ensuring its national interests[1]. 

Like all directions of language, syntax levels are in rapid development. Different interpretations of the 

only word combination, in which the nominative unit is counted, different manifestations are combined 

in a common linguistic syntactic mold, but differ in the infinite multiplication of the speech formations 

in the person and in time, thing and phenomenon. At the same time, these molds, which allow the 

formation of free compounds to be infinite, become immutable for the macro-existence of two 

important subordinate and dominant members, which, despite their uniqueness as a natural product of 

each national language, create logical relations of apparent and innate existence. 

Today in linguistics we can see the activity of several directions: formal linguistics, substantive 

linguistics, descriptive and anthropocentric linguistics. In all of these linguistic directions, the study of 

word combinations is significant. In Formal linguistics, the word combination is studied at the 

conversational stage, in substantive linguistics it is studied under the dependence of language and 
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speech. In today's article it is more correct to say that the study of the substantial and anthropocentric 

directions of word combinations aimed at highlighting is an obyekt. 

The vocabulary associated with the description of the individual will be aimed at revealing this or that 

individual feature of the individual, defining the characteristics of the individual in the process of 

communication between the addressant and the addressee. At the same time, in the communicative and 

pragmatic process, the need for a lexical unit relative to theattan word combination is felt more. There 

is such a law in dialectics-that the more the form, the narrower the meaning. For concretization of 

meaning, and for realization, the demand for a word combination increases in relation to the word. For 

example, in relation to the programmer, the programmer's wife, midwife, midwife, gender and age 

semasi were clearly defined in the compounds. We can observe such examples endlessly in artistic, 

publicistic and medical texts. 

� His advice is also clear: "it is necessary to catch a condition, conditionally imprison, conditionally 

throw! Nothing can be achieved if the work is done according to the wishes of everyone, like the wife of 

��������������äó�váws� 

� - E, - e! - he said as if I was laughing at him. - Mother-go! When my father gave you a dog, I was looking 

out the window... Need more? Your eyes are crying! 

Not at all. I have a dog, - I said. � Do you have brothers too? 

� My brother died. Midwife old woman born immature, she said. He died. We are buried. It was small. 

- Attang � - I said[5,142]. 

- Although zaragul anov was a full-fledged girl, he also passed away from the world, in a suitcase...[6,46] 

� Do not tell the nurse that our girls are agile and agile, every minute I received a message from our 

aunt, my saturationizni, they measured our blood pressure[7,65]. 

� But your position is similar to the philosophy of a certain French king[8,171]. 

� Three scientists of our center are providing qualified services to the women of naman. Our aim is to 

achieve a better understanding of the health indicators of our sisters[9,78]. 

� The school gym gooseberry is a huge Polyclinic. Tens of narrow specialists-Obstetricians, 

Gynecologists, surgeons, endocrinologists, cardiologists, neurologists, oculists, oncologists, 

rheumatologists, hematologists, hundreds of women were in line for admission[10,8]. 

The language performs its functions through the desired unit, that is, the unit is subject to the laws of 

the system as the creator of the system. Since in the linguistic hierarchy the constitutionality of each 

level unit is based on the whole�piece relationship, and the leap-by-Leap growth is legitimate, it is 

certain that the higher level unit of the task set by the system performs a higher degree of accuracy and 

completeness than the following. 

 Speech conditions, situation, communicative need and purpose, the main thing is that the human factor 

causes the emergence of the available possibilities of the language. The emergence of human thinking 

in medical science not only lexical, but also syntactic surface units that perform the function of naming. 

In a paradigm that combines the nominative task, the syntactic and lexical units of different levels 

demonstrate the degree of interrelation. 

These syntactic units are Sblskas, as we observe in medical speech, the person formed from the 

combination of the above listed medical terms occurs descriptive word combinations. The task of 

attribution is the combination of words and word combinations in the paradigm of nominative units, as 

well as in the medical field, word combinations are able to perform this task in times of words peculiar 

to the expression of the terminological meaning. From the analysis it becomes clear that the fact that 
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function occurs from the occurrence of [Osh ~ Osh]=SB. This means that the occurrence of linguistic 

syntactic units in medical speech, as well as the possibility of the word combination to express concepts 

related to the field, is justified. Due to the linguistic construction of vocabulary in the Uzbek language 

and the variety of types of meaning, it is necessary to conduct extensive and thorough research on the 

possibilities of the formation of medical terms of this unit, as well as their specificity to this task. 

Therefore, in studies in which the theoretical bases of medical linguistics and substantive linguistics are 

harmonized, it is inevitable that the medical terminology system will take its place as a problem that is 

solved in connection with the structural analysis of the lexical and field of study. 

Examples are given in cases where the above person descriptive word combinations are expressed not 

only in medical texts, but also in artistic works. The individual factor expressed in the speech reality is 

a sign that in the realization of a certain goal, such word combinations as the French king, nurse girl, 

midwife, wife of the programmer, scientist doctors, obstetrician gynecologist are realized in speech. The 

above [soup ~soup] are device word combinations identified in the substantial analysis. The French 

king reallashgan in the speech situation his profession along with the nationality of the person in the 

word combination, while the chauffeur in the young man combination, the sex of the person in the 

dominant situation, the profession in the subordinate situation, at the same time the obstetrician in the 

gynecologist combination combined semali lexemes in the profession [soup ~ soup]=SB In the 

communicative verbal process, a person uses not Semitic lexemes, but word combinations formed from 

their combination, accompanied by a clear manifestation of the individual's specific characteristics to 

the listener, a real assessment of the speech situation, the correct delivery of the situation in the speech 

process to the information receiver. It is this speech that is the unit of communication that realizes the 

phenomena of language, realizes its possibilities. Hence, linguistic possibilities encompass [Osh ~ Osh] 

= SB linguistic syntax template voqe voqe infinite formations in speech. These forms of speech cover 

the role of a person in the spiritual world and social relations, its role in various parts of society. 
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